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Density functional theories and molecular simulations of adsorption
and phase transitions in nanopores

Peter I. Ravikovitch, Aleksey Vishnyakov, and Alexander V. Neimark*
Center for Modeling and Characterization of Nanoporous Materials, TRI/Princeton, 601 Prospect Avenue, Princeton, New Jerse

~Received 29 December 2000; published 20 June 2001!

The nonlocal density functional theory~NLDFT! of confined fluids is tested against Monte Carlo simulations
by using the example of Lennard-Jones~LJ! fluid sorption in slit-shaped and cylindrical nanopores ranging
from 0.3 to 10 nm in width. The fluid-fluid and solid-fluid parameters of the LJ potentials were chosen to
represent several experimentally important adsorption systems: nitrogen and carbon dioxide in activated car-
bons, zeolites, and mesoporous molecular sieves of the MCM-41 type. Freezing in nanopores is discussed
using the example of methane sorption in carbon at 111 K. Comparison with reference experiments is given
when available. Two versions of NLDFT, the smoothed density approximation and the fundamental measure
theory, are considered. It is shown that NLDFT approaches with properly chosen parameters provide quanti-
tative agreement with the results of Monte Carlo simulations and reference experiments. Appreciable devia-
tions are found in extremely narrow pores of less than two molecular diameters in width. In wider pores,
NLDFT models can be used for quantitative predictions of reversible and hysteretic adsorption isotherms and
analyses of the specifics of phase transformations, including the equilibrium and spinodal phase transitions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nonlocal density functional theory~NLDFT! has proved
to be a useful tool for studies of classical inhomogene
fluids @1–7# ~for a review, see@8#!. It is well documented tha
NLDFT accurately describes the structure of simple confin
fluids, i.e., the oscillating density profiles near solid surfa
@9–13,14#, or of fluids in simple confining geometries, suc
as slits@15–18#, cylinders@19–21#, and spheres@12,22–24#.
The nonlocal theory is a significant improvement as co
pared to the local DFT models@25,26#. NLDFT models are
widely employed in the modern literature for theoretical p
dictions of adsorption isotherms in nanoporous materials
phase transitions in confining geometries, especially ca
lary condensation, layering, and wetting transitions of sim
fluids in pores@10,18–20,27–51# ~see review@50#!. NLDFT
based methods for pore size characterization were devel
and implemented in commercial adsorption instruments@52–
54#. In our previous papers, we have shown several strik
examples of the quantitative agreement between the NLD
Monte Carlo~MC! simulations, and adsorption experimen
on regular materials, provided that both the NLDFT and
simulation methods quantitatively describe the experime
bulk two-phase equilibrium, surface tension included, a
the adsorption isotherm on a nonporous reference subs
@43,51,55–57#. Nevertheless, the limits of applicability o
mean field NLDFT methods and their accuracy for quant
tive description of experimental systems are still under d
cussion. The purpose of this paper is to give a system
comparison between NLDFT calculations and MC simu
tions of the adsorption isotherms and phase transition
various systems.

*Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electr
address: aneimark@triprinceton.org
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The extensive literature on testing different DFT a
proaches versus molecular simulations provides many
amples of both agreement and disagreement in the des
tion of the fluid structure and phase transitions in confin
fluids. The main difficulty is that the approximations made
the DFT’s inevitably lead to a difference in the bulk pha
diagram as compared with the benchmark MC simulatio
@32,35,58,59#. These discrepancies complicate the compa
son of DFT and simulations, and may significantly affect t
predicted adsorption isotherms and coexistence phase
grams.

Many authors have compared the DFT and simulated
sorption isotherms at the same absolute reduced tempera
and absolute densities. For example, Kozak and Sokolow
@34# used the functional of Kierlik and Rosinberg@7# and
grand canonical MC~GCMC! simulations to study wetting
and capillary condensation transitions in slit pores. They
tained good agreement for the density profiles; howev
only qualitative agreement was found for the adsorption i
therms and the capillary condensation transitions. Other
thors@37,47# compared the capillary condensation isother
in DFT and simulations using reduced pressure, related
the pressureP0 of vapor-liquid coexistence in the bulk fluid
Lastoskieet al. @37,47# studied the adsorption of Lennard
Jones~LJ! nitrogen in slit pores of carbon with NLDFT an
the Gibbs ensemble MC method@60,61#, and found quanti-
tative agreement for the adsorption isotherms and vap
liquid equilibrium in these systems. Petersonet al. @20# ap-
plied the NLDFT of Tarazona@1,4# to study adsorption of a
LJ fluid in cylindrical pores with nonwetting walls. The
compared the NLDFT and GCMC isotherms at the sa
reduced temperatureT/Tc

bulk , i.e., the temperature related t
the bulk critical temperatureTc

bulk , and the same relative
pressureP/P0 . The capillary condensation transitions an
qualitatively similar phase diagrams were determined fo
series of pores ranging from 1 to 10 diameters of the fl
ic
©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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molecule. For a number of pores considered by Peter
et al. @20#, the density of the condensed liquidlike phase,
well as the conditions of vapor-liquid equilibria and spon
neous capillary condensation and desorption, obtained u
the NLDFT, deviated significantly from the results of th
corresponding GCMC simulations. Kierliket al. calculated
the adsorption equilibrium for binary LJ mixtures in sli
shaped pores@35# and obtained very good agreement w
the benchmark GCMC simulation for the adsorption is
therms and selectivity at pressures well below the pressur
vapor-liquid equilibrium in the bulk. Essentially quantitativ
agreement at higher pressures was obtained by compa
the NLDFT and GCMC results at the same relative pressu
and by scaling the adsorption isotherm by the monola
density@35#. Many attempts have been made to correct
deficiencies of the mean field DFT either by considering i
proved free energy functionals for both inhomogeneous
homogeneous situations@62,63#, or by introducing correc-
tions to the bulk equation of state to fit the simulation d
@32,38,41,59,64#.

In this paper we adopt a different approach: the appro
mations made in the DFT description of the free energy
corrected by adjusting the parameters of the intermolec
fluid-fluid potential. In particular, we require both~DFT and
MC! molecular models to give the best fit to the bulk the
modynamic properties of the experimental fluid of intere
These include the liquid and vapor densities, saturation p
sures, and interfacial tension. Such parametrization all
one simultaneously to make consistent comparisons betw
the theory and simulations for systems important in pract
and to compare the theoretical and simulated results with
available reference experimental data. Our procedure lea
slightly different sets of fluid-fluid interaction paramete
employed in the NLDFT compared to those in the MC sim
lations. The solid-fluid parameters are the same in theory
simulations, and are determined from the fit to the refere
adsorption isotherms on nonporous substrates.

The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II, we descr
the theory, the molecular models used, and the proposed
cedure for consistent selection of the fluid-fluid and sol
fluid interaction parameters. Two versions of NLDFT wi
different density functionals for hard spheres are conside
the smoothed density approximation~SDA! of Tarazona
@1,4# and the fundamental measure theory~FMT! of
Rosenfeld-Kierlik-Rosinberg@6,7#. A recently developed ca
nonical ensemble version of NLDFT~CEDFT! @46# is em-
ployed to trace the unstable sections of the sigmoid-sha
capillary condensation isotherms between the vaporlike
liquidlike spinodals. This technique is compared with t
canonical ensemble MC~CEMC! simulation complemented
by the Widom particle insertion method@65#.

In Sec. III we present the NLDFT and MC results,
comparison with experimental data where available. T
structure of hard-sphere fluids is discussed in Sec. III A.
Secs. III B and III C, we describe the vapor-liquid phase d
grams for bulk LJ fluids and the liquid-vapor surface tens
predicted by MC and DFT models. Nitrogen adsorption is
therms at 77 K on open surfaces of carbon and silica
presented in Sec. III D. Nitrogen capillary condensation at
01160
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K in the slit-shaped pores of carbonaceous adsorbents
the cylindrical pores of MCM-41 materials is discussed
Sec. III E. We also consider two examples of ‘‘extreme co
finement’’ with the goal of testing the behavior of differe
versions of NLDFT: freezing of methane at 111 K in carb
slit pores~Sec. III G! and carbon dioxide adsorption at 273
in cylindrical micropores of zeolites~Sec. III F!. The results
are summarized in Sec. IV. We found that, in gener
NLDFT predicts the reversible and hysteretic adsorption i
therms and the full phase diagrams of capillary condensa
including the points of phase equilibrium and spinodal tra
sitions in good agreement with the MC simulations and r
erence experiments. Appreciable deviations between
theory and simulations were found only in extremely narr
pores of less than two molecular diameters in width.

II. THEORETICAL METHODS

A. Nonlocal density functional theory

1. General approach

Density functional theory implies that the Helmholtz fre
energy of an inhomogeneous fluidF@r(r )# is expressed as a
functional of the local densityr(r ) @44,66#:

F@r~r !#5F int@r~r !#1E dr r~r !Uext~r !. ~1!

Here F int@r(r )# is the intrinsic Helmholtz free energy an
Uext(r ) is the external potential imposed by the pore wa
The intrinsic free energy is composed of the ideal gas f
energy, which is given by an exact expression, and the
cess free energyFex@r(r )#, which accounts for the interpar
ticle interactions:

F int@r~r !#5b21E dr r~r !$ ln@L3r~r !#21%1Fex@r~r !#.

~2!

Hereb215kBT is the temperature andL5A2pmkBT/h2 is
the thermal de Broglie wavelength. Successive functio
differentiation of the excess free energy generates a hie
chy of direct correlation functions. In particular, the on
particle direct correlation function is given by

c~1!~r ;@r#!52b
dFex@r#

dr~r !
; ~3a!

the two-particle direct correlation function is given by

c~2!~r ,r 8;@r#!52b
d2Fex@r#

dr~r !r~r 8!
. ~3b!

In the conventional DFT the system is considered in
grand canonical ensemble, at constant volume~geometry!,
temperature, and chemical potentialm. The density distribu-
tion is obtained by minimization of the grand thermod
namic potentialV,
2-2
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V@r~r !#5F@r~r !#2E dr r~r !m, ~4!

which leads to the Euler-Lagrange equation for the den
profile:

r~r !5L23 exp$c~1!~r ;@r#!1bm2bUext~r !%. ~5!

Recently, we proposed the canonical ensemble den
functional theory, which implies minimization of the Helm
holtz free energyF@r(r )# at given mean fluid density,

^r&5E dr r~r !, ~6!

i.e., in theNVTensemble. Here, the chemical potential of t
desired equilibrium state is initially unknown and determin
in the process of simultaneous solution of Eqs.~5! and ~6!
@46#. While applying CEDFT, we do not consider system
with a small number of molecules, for which the results
the grand canonical and canonical ensembles may d
@24#.

The excess free energy of an inhomogeneous sys
Fex@r(r )#, is a unique but unknown functional of the loc
particle density. Various DFT versions give approximate
pressions forFex@r(r )#. For fluids with attractive interac
tions such as the LJ fluid, the excess free energy is dec
posed into the contribution from a reference system of h
spheres, and the free energy due to attractive interaction

Fex@r~r !#5FHS@r~r !#1Fattr@r~r !#. ~7!

The attractive interactions are usually considered as in
first-order Weeks-Chandler-Andersen~WCA! @67# perturba-
tion theory of bulk fluids, or the first- or second-ord
Barker-Henderson~BH! theory@68,69#. In these approaches
the intermolecular potential is divided into the repulsive a
attractive contributions. The repulsive interactions are th
approximated by a hard-sphere functional with a cert
choice of the hard-sphere diameter. Given that the p
correlation function of the inhomogeneous fluid is unknow
the attractive interactions are treated in most cases in a m
field fashion.

The free energy functionals for hard spheres play a cen
role in DFT. Several functionals for inhomogeneous ha
sphere fluids have been developed. In perturbative DF
the direct correlation function of an inhomogeneous sys
is expanded about a slowly varying reference den
@3,13,70,71#. The expansion is usually truncated after t
-
e
le
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second@3,70,71# or third @9# order. Recent approaches em
ploy the universality properties of the bridge function
@14,72#. In nonperturbative DFT’s, such as the weighted de
sity approximation@2,5#, the smoothed density approxima
tion @1,4#, and fundamental measure theory@6,7# the excess
free energy is calculated using coarse-grained or smoo
density~ies!. The weighting functions are either found from
the fit of the pair-correlation function in the homogeneo
fluid limit @1#, or consistently predicted by the theory itse
@6,7,73#.

Below we consider two versions of NLDFT that are cu
rently employed in practical calculations of adsorption is
therms and pore size distributions in nanoporous mater
the smoothed density approximation of Tarazona@1,4#, and
the fundamental measure theory of Rosenfeld-Kierl
Rosinberg@6,7,74# and modifications of the latter@73#.

2. The smoothed density approximation

In this approximation@1,4# the free energy of the hard
sphere fluid is evaluated at the smoothed densityr̄(r ):

FHS@r~r !#5E dr r~r ! f HS@ r̄~r !;dHS#. ~8!

Here f HS@ r̄(r );dHS# is the excess free energy per partic
which is calculated from the Carnahan-Starling~CS! equa-
tion of state@75#. The smoothed density is defined as

r̄~r !5E dr 8 r~r 8!w„ur2r 8u,r̄~r !…, ~9!

wherew„ur2r 8u,r̄(r )… is the weighting function. Tarazon
proposed the following expansion for the weighting functio

w~r ,r!5w0~r !1w1~r !r1w2~r !r2. ~10!

The coefficientsw0(r ), w1(r ), andw2(r ) were found from
the requirement that the functional approximates the Per
Yevick ~PY! two-particle direct correlation function of th
homogeneous hard-sphere fluid@69#. Explicit expressions for
the weighting functions are given in Ref.@4#.

The resulting expression for the direct correlation fun
tion c(1)(r ;@r#) to be used in Eq.~5! takes the form@76#

c~1!~r ;@r#!52b f HS@ r̄~r !#

1bE dr 8l~r 8!w„ur2r 8u,r̄~r 8!…, ~11!

where
l~r !52r~r !
d fHS@ r̄~r !#

dr̄ Y H 12E dr 8 r~r 8!
dw~ ur2r 8u,r̄~r !…

dr̄~r ! J . ~12!
.

3. Fundamental measure theory

In the FMT approach@6#, the structure and thermodynam
ics of the hard-sphere fluid are predicted by the theory its
based on fundamental geometrical measures of partic
lf,
s.

FMT reduces to the Percus-Yevick@77# theory in the homo-
geneous fluid limit. Kierlik and Rosinberg~KR! @7# devel-
oped an equivalent@74# version of the FMT functional,
which utilizes different forms of weighting functions
2-3
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Among the advantages of the FMT approach are that~1! it is
almost free fromad hoc assumptions;~2! its extension to
mixtures is straightforward, unlike that in Tarazona’s theo
@29#; ~3! improved FMT formulations give correct dimen
sional crossover, i.e., they comply with the exact results
reduced dimensionality systems such as a two-dimensi
~2D! hard-disk fluid, a 1D hard-rod fluid, and an effective
0D fluid in a spherical cavity@73,78#. These properties ar
important for the description of crystallization and extrem
confinements.

In the FMT, the excess free energy of the hard-sph
fluid has the form

FHS@r~r !#5b21E dr 8F@na~r !#. ~13!

HereF@na(r )# is the excess free energy density, which d
pends on the weighted densitiesna(r ):

na~r !5E dr 8 r~r 8!v~a!~r2r 8!. ~14!

The weighting functionsv (a)(r ) depend on the fundamenta
geometrical measures of the particles, such as volume, a
etc. The original Rosenfeld formulation@6# utilizes four sca-
lar weighting functions

v~3!~r !5Q~R2r !, v~2!~r !5u“v~3!~r !u5d~R2r !,
~15a!

v~1!~r !5
v~2!~r !

4pR
, v~0!~r !5

v~2!~r !

4pR2 ~15b!

and two vector weighting functions

v~V2!~r !52“v~3!~r !5
r

r
d~R2r !, ~15c!

v~V1!~r !5
v~V2!~r !

4pR
. ~15d!

In the above,Q(r ) is the Heaviside step function, andd(r )
is the Dirac delta function.

In the uniform fluidr(r )[r and the weighted densitie
coincide with the variables of the scaled particle theory@69#:

n05r, n15Rr, n254pR2r, n354/3pR3r,
~16!

whereR is the hard-sphere radius.
The one-particle direct correlation function of a nonu

form fluid to be used in Eq.~5! is given by

c~1!~r !52b
dFHS@r#

dr~r !
52E dr8(

a

]F

]na
v~a!~r 2r 8!.

~17!

The free energy density is given by the expression
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F52n0 ln~12n3!1
n1n22nV1•nV2

12n3

1

1
3 n2

32n2~nV2•nV2!

8p~12n3!2 . ~18!

HerenV1 andnV2 are vectors. In the limit of a homogeneou
fluid the PY expression for the free energy@77# is recovered.
The first term in Eq.~18! is the exact free energy of th
one-dimensional hard-rod fluid@79#. The first two terms of
Eq. ~18! give a quite accurate representation of the free
ergy of the hard-disk fluid. Corrections to the third term ha
been proposed to improve the behavior of the functiona
situations of reduced dimensionality@73#. Two versions of
the corrected third term of Eq.~18! are considered. The firs
modification has the form

F35

1
3 n2

3

8p~12n3!2 ~12j2!q ~19!

with q52 or 3. In analogy with the authors of@80# we refer
to this modified form as RSLT1 (q52,3). The second modi
fication is called RSLT2:

F35

1
3 n2

3

8p~12n3!2 ~123j212j3!. ~20!

All these corrections have only marginal effects in thre
dimensional situations. In this work we do not consider t
most recent modifications to the FMT functional, which r
quire tensorial quantities in the weighting functions@78#.

4. Attractive interactions and bulk phase diagrams

In the mean field approximation the attractive interactio
are

Fattr@r~r !#5
1

2 E E dr dr 8r~r !r~r 8!Fattr~ ur2r 8u!.

~21!

Here Fattr(r ) is the attractive part of the LJ potential. Th
bulk fluid is described by the following equations of state

m~r!5mHS~r!1rE dr Fattr~r !, ~22!

P~r!5PHS~r!1
1

2
r2E dr Fattr~r !, ~23!

wheremHS(r) andPHS(r) are the chemical potential and th
pressure of the hard-sphere fluid, respectively. The equ
rium conditions are determined from the equality of pre
sures and chemical potentials in the two phases. Simu
neous solution of Eqs.~22! and ~23! gives the equilibrium
gas density, the equilibrium liquid density, the chemical p
tential at coexistence, and the saturation vapor pressure

In the SDA,mHS(r) and PHS(r) are calculated from the
CS equation@75#, while in the FMT theory they are calcu
2-4
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lated from the PY equation@77#. The difference between th
results of the CS and PY equations at high densities, h
ever, leads to only minor differences in the predicted tw
phase bulk diagrams.

The integrated strength of attractive interactions of
truncated LJ fluid is

E
ur u,r c

dr Fattr~r !52a
32

9
pe f fs f f

3 1
16

3
pe f fs f f

3 F S s f f

r c
D 3

2
1

3 S s f f

r c
D 9G , ~24!

wherer c is a cutoff distance;a51 when the LJ potential is
split according to the BH decomposition@68# and& when
the potential is split according to the WCA scheme@67#,

Fattr~r !5H 2e f f , r ,r m521/6s f f

4e f f@~s f f /r !122~s f f /r !6#, r m,r ,r c

0, r .r c .
~25!

The first term of Eq.~24! is the strength of attractive inter
actions of the full LJ fluid, and the second term is the c
rection due to the potential cutoff, which is quite small b
not negligible even forr c55.

Two prescriptions for the choice of the hard-sphere dia
eter are usually considered. The first one is the well-kno
BH expression@68#. The second one originates from th
works of Verlet and Weis@81# and Lu, Evans, and Da Gam
@82#:

dHS5s f f

h1 kBT/e f f1h2

h3kBT/e f f1h4
. ~26!

The coefficientsh150.3837, h251.035, h350.4249, and
h451 reported in Ref.@26# fit the liquid branch of the phas
diagram of the simulated LJ fluid.

The equation of state given by Eqs.~22! and ~23! is es-
sentially a two-parameter equation that depends on the d
eter of the hard spheresdHS and the product (e f fs f f

3 ). This
mean field approximation gives a poor description of
bulk phase diagram of the LJ fluid, especially near the cr
cal temperature. The BH separation@68# leads to a bulk
phase diagram with a lower critical temperature than the
fluid critical temperature@62#. In contrast, the WCA separa
tion overestimates the critical temperature~see Sec. III!.

Many attempts have been made to improve the agreem
between the theory and simulations for the bulk phase
gram. For studies of wetting and drying transitions at wa
fluid interfaces, van Swol and Henderson have fitted the b
equation of state to the simulation data by adding a poly
mial term to the free energy of the hard spheres@32#. Bruno,
Caccamo, and Tarazona@64# and then Velasco and Tarazon
@59# proposed adjustments to the mean field attractive t
to get a better agreement with the simulations for the b
phase diagrams. Effective attractive interactions as propo
by Velasco and Tarazona@59# have the form
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Fattr~r !

5H 2e f f /l, r ,~2l!1/6s f f

4e f f@l~s f f /r !122~s f f /r !6#, ~2l!1/6s f f,r ,r c

0, r .r c ,

~27!

which leads to

E
ur u,r c

dr Fattr~r !52
32

9
pA2/le f fs f f

3

1
16

3
pe f fs f f

3 F S s f f

r c
D 3

2
l

3 S s f f

r c
D 9G .

~28!

This approach was adopted by Kierliket al. in their studies
of liquid mixtures in pores@38,41#. In our experience, how-
ever, this prescription leads to an appreciable overestima
of attractive interactions, which in turn leads to predictio

FIG. 1. Density profiles of hard-sphere fluid near 9-3 attract
wall. Points, simulations of Sokolowski and Fischer@9#; solid line,
NLDFT calculations using SDA functional; dotted line, NLDF
using FMT functional. ~a! rbulk50.4658, es f /kT50.2876, T
5150 K; ~b! rbulk50.6059, es f /kT50.1917, T5100 K. In both
casesss f /s f f50.5621.
2-5
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RAVIKOVITCH, VISHNYAKOV, AND NEIMARK PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 011602
for the capillary condensation transitions in pores with
tractive walls occurring at significantly lower pressures th
in the simulations.

More systematic ways to improve the description of
tractive interactions include a version of DFT developed
the spirit of second-order BH perturbation theory@62#, which
gives a decent prediction of the bulk diagram, and good
sults for the density profiles@12,62#. Another way to treat
attractive interactions was proposed by Mederoset al. @63#,
who used a local compressibility equation. The appro
gave good results for the whole bulk phase diagram of the
fluid, solid phase included, although, the accuracy of t
approach for confined fluids has not been tested.

In our work, we explicitly use the approximation~21!
with the fluid-fluid interaction parameters chosen to prov
the best fit with the experimental bulk phase diagram.
shown below, this approach leads to an accurate descrip
of the real systems considered.

B. Monte Carlo simulations

Most of the MC simulations we have done in the gra
canonical ensemble using the well-developed method
GCMC @83#. GCMC simulations are performed at a give
chemical potential of the adsorbatem. To present the adsorp
tion isotherm in the standard variables of amount adsor
versus vapor pressure, the latter is related to the chem
potential via the bulk equation of state. A suitable equat
of state for the LJ fluid was derived by Johnson, Zollwe
and Gubbins@84#.

We generated GCMC adsorption and desorption i
therms consequently by increasing or reducing the chem
potential. The final configuration obtained served as the
tial state for the next simulation. The size of the simulati
box in the directions parallel to pore walls was varied
order to estimate finite size effects. In these directions, p
odic boundary conditions were applied. If not specified,
size of the basic MC cell was set to 10s f f : The LJ potential
was cut at 5s f f . The lengths of Markov chains were ap
proximately 53104 configurations per molecule. Statistic
on equilibrium properties of the system were collected o
the last 2.53104 configurations.

If the temperature is well below the capillary critical tem
perature, GCMC simulations produce a hysteresis lo
bounded by vertical steps corresponding to spontaneous
illary condensation and desorption. The point of vapor-liqu
coexistence in a pore is located somewhere between
points of the spontaneous transitions. The GCMC met
does not allow one to calculate directly the phase equilib
conditions in pores. To determine the bulk pressure co
sponding to vapor-liquid coexistence in the pores, we app
the thermodynamic integration method of Peterson and G
bins @85#. The Peterson-Gubbins method implies the co
struction of a reversible trajectory of equilibrium states, co
posed of four parts:~1! the adsorption isotherm of vaporlik
states in the pore,~2! a reversible adsorption at supercritic
temperature,~3! a path of constant chemical potential corr
sponding to a thermodynamically stable liquid at the s
critical temperature of interest, and~4! the desorption iso-
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therm of liquidlike states in the pore. The grand potentialV
is calculated separately for the capillary vapor and liquidl
phases via integration of the Gibbs adsorption equation al
the selected trajectory. At equilibrium the grand potenti
for the two phases coincide. In the present workT5140 K
(kT/e50.762) was chosen as the supercritical tempera
for the Peterson-Gubbins integration.

To check the results of the canonical ensemble den
functional theory we have implemented the canonical
semble MC method. Simulations are performed in theNVT
ensemble at a given number of molecules in the cell. T
chemical potential is determined by the Widom inserti
method@65#. With the CEMC method one can construct th
full phase diagram, which includes stable, metastable,
unstable branches@86#. It is worth noting that we have re
cently developed a method for MC simulation studies
phase transitions in confined fluids named the gauge
method @87#. The gauge cell method, described elsewh
@87#, allows one to construct a continuous phase diagr
equivalent to that produced by the CEMC method witho
using the Widom method for determination of the chemi
potential.

C. Molecular models

We have performed NLDFT calculations and MC sim
lations of LJ fluids adsorbed in meso- and micropores. A
sorption in mesopores was studied on standard example
nitrogen at the boiling temperature 77.4 K in carbon s
shaped pores and straight cylindrical silica pores, repres
ing the channels of MCM-41 materials. The carbon po
were modeled as infinite slits with parallel graphite wal
Nitrogen-carbon interactions were described by the 10-
potential of Steele@88#, which is widely used for modeling
interactions of simple molecules with graphite:

Usf~z!52prVesfssf
2DF S ssf

z D 10

2S ssf

z D 4

2
ssf

4

3D~0.61D1z!3G .
~29!

HererV50.114 Å23 is the number density of carbon atom
in graphite,D53.35 Å is the interlayer spacing in graphit
andesf andssf are the energetic and scale parameters of
solid-fluid LJ potential. The potential field in pores includ
contributions of two opposite walls, given by

Usf
~total!5Usf~z!1Usf~HCC2z!, ~30!

whereHCC is the distance between the nuclei of the ou
carbon atoms on opposite walls.

The solid-fluid potential in cylindrical pores was modele
as LJ interactions of the adsorbate molecule with a sin
structureless cylindrical layer of oxygen atoms in the po
wall @89#:
2-6
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Usf~r ,RCC!5p2rsesfssf
2 H 63

32FRCC2r

ssf
S 11

r

RCC
D G210

3FF2
9

2
,2

9

2
;1;S r

RCC
D 2G

23FRCC2r

ssf
S 11

r

RCC
D G24

3FF2
3

2
,2

3

2
;1;S r

RCC
D 2G J . ~31!

Here, r is the radial coordinate of the adsorbate molec
reckoned from the pore center,RCC5DCC/2 is the radial co-
ordinate of the adsorption centers,rs is the surface numbe
density of the adsorption centers, andF@a,b;g;d# is the
hypergeometric series. As the pore width increases, this
tential reduces to the 10-4 form of the potential with a pla
of LJ centers.

The narrowest cylindrical micropores with strongly attra
tive walls are filled by N2 at 77.4 K at a very low pressur
that depends crucially on the pore width~a change in the
pore width by 1 Å may correspond to a change in the po
filling pressure by several orders of magnitude!. To study the
peculiarities of the NLDFT modeling of the sorption in c
lindrical micropores of zeolites, we considered the LJ para
eters and conditions corresponding to CO2 on silica at 273.2
K. CO2 at 273.2 K is considered as a suitable molecu
probe for ultramicroporous sorbents. Although CO2 is known
for a strong electrostatic contribution to the fluid structu
and thermodynamic properties, the LJ model was found
pable of representing the experimental data on the va
liquid equilibrium with acceptable accuracy. We found e
lier that the CO2 adsorption isotherms in carbon micropor
at 273 K were in good agreement with those obtained fr
GCMC simulations using a realistic three-center mo
@54,57#.

The excess adsorption in slit pores is calculated from
equilibrium density profile in the direction perpendicular
the pore wallsr(z):

NS~m!5
1

2 S E
0

HCC
r~z!dz2rbulk~m!H refD , ~32!

wherem is the chemical potential~or, equivalently, the rela-
tive pressureP/P0!, rbulk(m) is the bulk fluid density, and
H ref is a reference pore width. The need to use the exc
adsorption arises from the fact that this quantity is measu
experimentally@45#. The reference pore width, which is th
position of the Gibbs dividing surface, should be chosen
the same way as in the experimental measurements, in
cases by using helium calibration@45#.

In cylindrical geometry the excess adsorption is cal
lated from the radially symmetric density profiler(r ):
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NS~m!5
2

DCC2sss
E

0

DCC/2

r~r !r dr

2
D ref

2

4~DCC2sss!
rbulk~m!, ~33!

whereD ref is a reference pore diameter. Here adsorption
expressed per ‘‘internal’’ area of the pore, which is probed
the experimental measurements, usingsss52.76 Å as an ef-
fective diameter for oxygen in silica. It should be noted th
for all systems considered in this workrbulk(m) is a small
quantity, and for not very large pore sizes the differen
between the absolute and excess adsorption can be negle

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Hard spheres near an attractive wall

As a test system, we reproduce here the original NLD
calculations of Kierlik and Rosinberg@7# in comparison with
the benchmark GCMC results of Sokolowski and Fischer@9#
for the density profiles of a hard-sphere fluid near the
attractive wall Usf(z)53)/2esf@(ssf /z)92(ssf /z)3#. Be-
cause the hard-sphere fluid is athermal, its structure nea
wall is entirely determined by the density of the hard sphe
in the equilibrium bulk phase and the ratios of the parame
of the solid-fluid potential to the hard-sphere diameter a
temperature,ssf /s f f and esf /kT. Two different systems
were considered: ~1! rbulk50.4658, esf /kT50.2876 and
~2! rbulk50.6059, esf /kT50.1917; the ratio ssf /s f f
50.5621 was used for both systems.

The density profiles for the hard-sphere fluid are p
sented in Fig. 1. At the higher temperature and lower b
density, both SDA and FMT density functionals represe
the GCMC density profile very well@Fig. 1~a!#. However, in
the denser system (rbulk50.6059) at lower reduced tempera
ture the theoretical results show disagreement with
benchmark GCMC profile@9#. In particular, both SDA and
FMT theories underestimate the ordering in the layer nex
the wall @Fig. 1~b!#. Our calculations with the FMT func-
tional are identical to the earlier calculations of Kierlik an
Rosinberg~see Figs. 3 and 4 in Ref.@7#!. Note also that the
density profiles obtained by the SDA and FMT functiona
for hard spheres are almost identical for both temperatur

B. Phase equilibrium of bulk fluid

The choice of fluid-fluid and solid-fluid parameters is t
most essential for the predictive capability of molecu
models. The majority of authors who have discussed the c
sistency of DFT modeling and molecular simulations us
the same sets of parameters in the DFT and MC calculati
Although this approach seems to be the most natural
straightforward, it may lead to substantial discrepancies e
for the simplest systems, due to discrepancies in the b
saturation pressures and other properties, such as densit
coexisting bulk phases or vapor-liquid surface tension, p
dicted differently by different models@20,35#. Indeed, the
MC and DFT approaches yield different equations of st
for the bulk fluid. This is demonstrated in Fig. 2, whic
2-7
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shows bulk phase envelopes and saturation pressures fo
5s f f cut-and-not-shifted LJ fluid in comparison with the co
responding DFT calculations using WCA@67# division for
attractive interactions. We tested several options for
hard-sphere diameterdHS: ~1! dHS5s f f for all tempera-
tures;~2! dHS is taken according to the BH formula@68#; ~3!
dHS is temperature dependent according to the prescriptio
Lu et al. @82# @Eq. ~26!#. The data for the LJ fluid were
calculated using equation of state of Johnsonet al. @84#.

It is clear from Fig. 2 that none of the versions of DF
considered is able to describe accurately the vapor-liquid
existence of a bulk LJ fluid. It is fairly difficult to reproduc

FIG. 2. ~a! Vapor-liquid phase envelope and~b! saturated vapor
pressure of the 5s f f cut LJ fluid. Triangles, LJ equation of state o
Johnsonet al. @84#; squares, mean field DFT using WCA separati
and thedHS from the BH formula; dotted line, mean field DF
using WCA separation anddHS according to Luet al. @82# @see Eq.
~26!#; solid line, WCA separation using constantdHS5s f f .
01160
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both equilibrium liquid density and saturation pressure. T
use of the Barker-Henderson relation allows one to rep
duce the vapor density and the saturated pressure well
severely underestimates the liquid density. On the ot
hand, whendHS is equal tos f f or determined according to
Lu et al. @82#, the agreement with the liquid density of the L
fluid improves substantially, but the vapor density and
pressure are underestimated. All the versions of DFT ov
estimate the critical temperature. Application of differe
equations of state for hard spheres leads to only minor
ferences in the bulk properties.

Discrepancies in prediction of the bulk properties, first
all in the density of the liquid and the saturation pressu
make it problematic to obtain consistent results in molecu
simulations and NLDFT using the same fluid-fluid para
eters in different models. Moreover, this may lead to su
stantial systematic error when NLDFT isotherms are direc
compared to the experimental data, e.g., for calculation
pore size distributions.

We have obtained the parameters of NLDFT and M
models by fitting the corresponding bulk equations of state
the experimental data on the vapor-liquid equilibrium for
given fluid, namely, the equilibrium gas and liquid densitie
and the saturation vapor pressure. Parameters were d
mined for N2 and CO2 as relevant adsorbates in practice.
the DFT, we used an explicit mean field approximation
the attractive interactions with the WCA separation, and
diameter of hard spheresdHS5s f f . We used the CS equa
tion for the hard spheres@75#. The same parameters we
used in the NLDFT calculations performed with the SD
@1,4# and FMT @6,7# functionals, thus neglecting the mino
differences between the CS and PY representations of
bulk hard-sphere fluids. Applicability of the mean field equ
tion of state to real fluids is generally limited to regions aw
from the critical point. Thus, no attempt was made to fit t
experimental phase diagrams based on the critical temp
ture. Instead, the parameters of the LJ potentials were
tained by fitting the experimental bulk properties of N2
@90,91# within a range of temperatures, which included t
temperatures of experimental adsorption measurements~nor-
mal boiling points of both gases!. The procedure for the de
termination of parameters for N2 and Ar is described in detai
in Ref. @56#. To fit the parameters of the MC model, the L
fluid equation of state derived by Johnsonet al. @84# was
used. For both the DFT and MC models the attractive pot
tial was cut at 5s f f .

In Fig. 3 we present the results for the bulk equilibriu
for nitrogen. With the parameters found for intermolecu
interactions, both NLDFT and MC models represent qu
well the properties of the bulk fluid at low tempera
tures. NLDFT describes the liquid-vapor densities a
saturation pressures of N2 to within 5% accuracy in the in-
terval from the triple point 63 K to ca. 90 K, i.e., from
kBT/e f f50.67 to 0.95@Fig. 3~c!#. Bulk equilibrium for CO2
is described in Ref.@57#. LJ parameters and diameters
hard spheres for all fluids considered are given in Table

C. Surface tension of the liquid-vapor interface

Correct prediction of the surface tension is a necess
condition for any model claiming a quantitative descripti
2-8
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FIG. 3. Prediction of the bulk vapor-liquid
equilibrium for LJ nitrogen by the DFT and simu
lations.~a! Densities of coexisting vapor and liq
uid phases;~b! saturation pressure. Triangles, L
model ~calculated using equation of state o
Johnsonet al. @84#!; solid line, mean field DFT
using WCA separation anddHS5s f f ~parameters
in Table I!; squares, experimental data@90#. ~c!
Deviations in the DFT predictions of the exper
mental liquid density~squares!, vapor density
~circles!, and saturation pressure~triangles!. ~d!
Liquid-vapor surface tension. Solid line, mea
field DFT calculations using WCA separation an
dHS5s f f ; squares, experimental data@92#;
circles, molecular dynamics simulations o
Mecke, Winkelmann, and Fischer@93#.
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of vapor-liquid transitions in pores. Therefore, we check
that both the NLDFT and MC models give reasonable p
dictions of the experimental surface tension. In NLDFT, t
surface tension of the liquid-vapor interface was calcula
as the excess grand potential of the system

g1g5~V1P0V!/A5V/A1P0H, ~34!

whereA is the area of the interface andP0 is the equilibrium
bulk pressure. Calculations were performed in planar sy
metry using a box ofH'(30– 100)s f f width. The calculated
surface tension of nitrogen at 77.4 K is only 1.5% grea
than the experimental value@Fig. 3~d!#. Surprisingly, the
agreement with the experimental data@92# is good even for
temperatures close to the critical temperature. For comp
son, we show on the same plot the molecular dynamics
of Mecke, Winkelmann, and Fischer@93#, calculated with the
LJ potential truncated at 5s f f . It is seen that the agreeme
among the NLDFT, simulation, and experimental data
good @Fig. 3~d!#.
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D. Adsorption on open surfaces:
Solid-fluid interaction parameters

The same solid-fluid parameters were employed in
NLDFT and MC models. Thus, the adsorption isotherms c
culated with different models necessarily coincide in t
Henry region. Parameters of nitrogen-carbon interacti
were taken as determined by Lastoskie, Gubbins, and Qu
@36#. Parameters of nitrogen-silica interactions were de
mined by Ravikovitch, Haller, and Neimark from the fit o
the experimental data in the multilayer adsorption reg
@55#.

1. Nitrogen on graphite

At subcritical temperatures, adsorption in mesopores p
ceeds via the formation of a condensed monolayer of
adsorbed fluid on the pore wall~s!, followed by the formation
of consecutive layers. In sufficiently wide slit pores, intera
tions between the monolayer films formed on the two op
site walls can be neglected. Thus, the results of the GC
TABLE I. Parameters of the intermolecular potentials. Cutoff distance for the fluid-fluid interactions is 5s f f .

Fluid

Fluid-fluid

Solid-fluid

Carbon,rS50.3819 Å22 Silica, rS50.153 Å22

e f f /kB

~K!
s f f

~Å!
dHS

~Å!
es f /kB

~K!
ss f

~Å!
es f /kB

~K!
ss f

~Å!

N2 ~DFT! 94.45 3.575 3.575 53.22 3.494 147.3 3.17
~MC!a 101.5 3.615 53.22 3.494 147.3 3.17

CO2 ~DFT! 235.9 3.454 3.495 81.5 3.43 147.1 3.30
~MC! 246.2 3.648 81.5 3.43 147.1 3.30

CH4 148.2 3.82 3.82 64.4 3.60

aShifted fluid-fluid potential.
2-9
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and NLDFT modeling can be directly compared to expe
mental adsorption isotherms on nonporous graphite. In
4, we present the calculated adsorption isotherms in the
carbon poreHCC572 Å (20s f f) at pressures well below
capillary condensation and the experimental isotherm of
trogen adsorption on Sterling graphite@52#. The NLDFT and
MC models correctly predict the pressure region where
monolayer formation occurs. Nevertheless, some minor
agreement between the theoretical predictions and the
periment has been observed. Both NLDFT models pre
steeper monolayer formation than in the experiment. T
GCMC simulations yield better agreement with the expe
ment. The monolayer capacity is predicted well by the sim
lations and the FMT models, while the SDA underestima
the density of nitrogen monolayers on graphite. A minor s
on the experimental isotherm atp/p0'0.01 corresponds to
the incommensurate-commensurate structural transition
the adsorbed monolayer@94#. This transition cannot be de
scribed within the spherical model for the nitrogen molec
and the structureless model for the graphite surface, and
beyond the scope of this work.

As the pressure increases, a multilayer liquidlike fi
gradually forms on the pore wall. The NLDFT isotherm

FIG. 4. Isotherm of nitrogen adsorption on graphite at 77.4 K
logarithmic ~a! and on linear scale~b!. Diamonds, GCMC simula-
tions; solid line, NLDFT calculations using FMT functiona
squares, NLDFT calculations using SDA functional; closed circ
experimental isotherm on Sterling graphite@52#.
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exhibit distinct steps corresponding to the formation of ea
additional layer@Fig. 4~b!#. These transitions are more pro
nounced in the SDA model. The GCMC isotherm
smoother. A rounded transition to a two-layer structure c
be distinguished on GCMC and experimental isotherms.
should note that theoretical and simulated isotherms sh
upward deviation from the experimental data at pressu
above the monolayer formation pressure: both of them ov
estimate the thickness or/and density of the liquid film a
sorbed on the graphite plane. Similar, even larger deviati
were obtained in the NLDFT calculations of Olivier@52#.
The author referred this effect to the mean field nature
NLDFT and introduced an empirical weighting function th
made it possible to fit the NLDFT isotherm to the expe
mental data very accurately. However, the fact that the
viations were also obtained in the MC simulations shows t
the origin of the disagreement with experimental data sho
be sought in the simplified model of the fluid-solid intera
tions. We note that NLDFT adsorption isotherms of Ar o
graphite also show similar deviations@52,54#, which indi-
cates that they are not specific to N2, and, therefore, are
unlikely to be caused by the deficiencies of the spher
representation of the N2 molecule. Despite the above men
tioned disagreements we conclude that both NLDFT mod
represent the multilayer adsorption of nitrogen on graph
with the same accuracy as the MC simulations.

2. Nitrogen on silica

The NLDFT and GCMC isotherms were calculated for
siliceous cylindrical pore of 9 nm in diameter using th
solid-fluid potential given by Eq.~30!. The overall agree-
ment between the NLDFT and GCMC isotherms is good
the whole pressure range; however, as for the isotherm
graphite, the NLDFT predicts more pronounced layeri
transitions compared to the GCMC isotherm~Fig. 5!. As
shown by Maddox, Olivier, and Gubbins@95#, it is impos-
sible to describe the low-pressure nitrogen adsorption

n

,

FIG. 5. Nitrogen adsorption isotherms on silica at 77.4
Points, GCMC simulations in a 90 Å cylindrical pore; crosses a
line, NLDFT calculations in a 90 Å cylindrical pore using SD
functional; solid line, experimental standard adsorption isotherm
nonporous silica@96#.
2-10
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DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORIES AND MOLECULAR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 011602
silica using a structureless model for the surface. The sh
of the experimental isotherm of nitrogen sorption to silica
low pressures is affected by substantial geometric and e
getic inhomogeneities; therefore, unlike the theoretical on
the experimental isotherms are smooth and do not exh
sharp monolayer formation steps@43,53,55,95#. In Fig. 5 we
compare the theoretical and simulated isotherms in a 9
cylindrical pore with the so-called standard N2 isotherm on
nonporous silica@96#. It is seen that the agreement betwe
the calculated and experimental isotherms is good in the
gion of multilayer adsorption, at pressuresp/p0.0.3. The
agreement remains good up to thep/p0;0.74, after which
the theoretical and simulated isotherms begin to bend
ward due to the onset of capillary condensation~Fig. 5!. We
note that the calculated NLDFT adsorption isotherm in mu
larger cylindrical pores up to 107 nm in diameter@97#
closely follows the experimental standard N2 isotherm up to
pressures ofp/p050.9 @55,98#. We conclude that the
NLDFT and MC models are capable of describing2
multilayer adsorption on silica.

E. Vapor-liquid transitions in nanopores

1. Capillary condensation of nitrogen in slit carbon pores

As the pressure increases, the liquid films on the p
walls become unstable and the system exhibits a spin
transition associated with spontaneous condensation an
formation of a liquidlike state of condensed fluid. ForHCC
572 Å (20s f f) ~Fig. 6!, both NLDFT models and MC
simulations predict the spinodal transition atp/p0'0.975,
which is well below the saturation pressure of the bulk

FIG. 6. Nitrogen adsorption isotherms in carbon slit poreHCC

572 Å (20s f f) at 77.4 K. Diamonds and dotted line, GCM
simulations; solid line, NLDFT calculations using FMT functiona
squares and dash-dotted line, NLDFT calculations using SDA fu
tional; open circles, experimental isotherm on Sterling graph
@52#. Vertical lines show locations of spontaneous condensa
transition ~right!, spontaneous desorption~left!, and vapor-liquid
two-phase coexistence in the pore~middle!.
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trogen,p0 , and corresponds to the situation of complete w
ting of the graphite surface by the adsorbate. The densitie
the adsorbed liquid are very similar in the NLDFT mode
and in the MC simulations, which was expected, as
NLDFT and MC bulk equations of state do not deviate a
preciably. Gradually reducing the relative pressure fro
p/p051, we traced equilibrium liquidlike states along th
desorption isotherm. The capillary liquid is thermodynam
cally stable in the pore at pressures above the pressur
vapor-liquid coexistencepe , and metastable atpsl,p,pe ,
wherepsl is the pressure where spinodal evaporation ta
place. The desorption isotherms calculated with the t
NLDFT models and GCMC simulations agree well wi
each other. However, certain differences in the pressur
the spontaneous~spinodal! desorption transition obtained b
the GCMC and NLDFT methods are observed. An obvio
reason for this difference is the absence of fluctuations
NLDFT. Thus, the metastable desorption branch of
NLDFT isotherms follows all the way up to the spinod
point of the confined liquid. In the GCMC method a spon
neous transition occurs as soon as the free energy ba
between metastable liquid state and thermodynamic
stable vapor state at the samem becomes low enough to b
overcome by the density fluctuations allowed in the simu
tions. As shown in Ref.@87#, it is not possible to obtain the
true spinodal point in GCMC simulations. In order to test t
consistency of the spinodal points in the MC simulations a
NLDFT calculations, complete S-shaped adsorption i
therms should be calculated, including stable, metasta
and unstable states with negative compressibility. This

FIG. 7. Nitrogen adsorption isotherms in carbon slit poreHCC

536 Å (10s f f) at 77.4 K. Open circles and dotted lines, GCM
simulations of the adsorption branch; closed circles and do
lines, GCMC simulations of the desorption branch; solid line,
nonical ensemble NLDFT calculations using SDA functional; op
squares, canonical ensemble MC simulations with Widom’s ins
tion method. Dotted vertical lines show locations of spontane
spinodal condensation transition~right!, spontaneous desorptio
~left!, and vapor-liquid two-phase coexistence in the pore calcula
by the thermodynamic integration method~middle!. Solid and
dashed vertical lines correspond to the equilibrium transition p
sures calculated using Maxwell rule from CEDFT and CEMC is
therms, respectively.
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RAVIKOVITCH, VISHNYAKOV, AND NEIMARK PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 011602
be done either by the canonical MC simulation~see the ex-
ample below! or by the gauge cell method@87#. Thin vertical
lines on Fig. 6 show the phase coexistence equilibrium p
sures predicted by all three models. Good agreement in
culated values ofpc is observed for different models; th
discrepancies between the GCMC and NLDFT are within
error of the thermodynamic integration method. Thus,
NLDFT and GCMC data are quantitatively consistent.

We calculated adsorption-desorption isotherms for nit
gen in two smaller slit carbon poresHCC536 (10s f f) and
18 Å (5s f f). Figure 7 presents the adsorption isotherms
the 36 Å pore (10s f f). In this pore three adsorbed laye
form on the pore walls before capillary condensation occu
The GCMC data were complemented by CEMC simulatio
The canonical ensemble method allows us to construct
backward trajectory of equilibrium states, which are oth
wise unstable in the open system@86#. It should be noted tha
the error bar for the CEMC points is larger than that for t
GCMC points due to intrinsic inaccuracy of the Widom i
sertion method@65# employed for determination of th
chemical potential. The NLDFT isotherm was also calc
lated in the canonical ensemble by the CEDFT method@46#.
From the CEMC and CEDFT isotherms, the location of t
vapor-liquid equilibrium is established according to the Ma
well law of equal areas. We also calculated the equilibri
transition pressure using the thermodynamic integra
method@85#. The values of the equilibrium pressures es
mated by different approaches are in satisfactory agreem
with each other and substantially lower compared to th
for 72 Å (20s f f) pore. This conforms to the establishe
trend that the equilibrium shifts to lower pressures as
pore width decreases.

The structure of the adsorbate in a pore is reflected in
local density profiles. In Fig. 8 we present the density p
files in a condensed fluid in a pore withHCC536 Å (10s f f)
at p/p050.7, which is just above the vapor spinodal pre

FIG. 8. Density profiles of nitrogen in slit carbon poreHCC

536 Å (10s f f) at 77.4 K andp/p050.7. Points, GCMC simula-
tions; solid line, NLDFT using SDA functional; crosses, NLDF
using FMT functional.
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sure. At these conditions the SDA shows nine pronoun
adsorbed layers of the adsorbate while GCMC and FMT c
culations predict a weaker fluid structuring in the pore cen
with a tendency to a ten-layer structure. It is worth noti
that due to a smallers f f ~Table I!, the ratio ofs f f /HCC in
the NLDFT models is slightly lower than that in the GCM
model ~Table I!. The difference in the fluid structure be
comes more pronounced as the pressure increases top0 .

As the pore width decreases and becomes closer to
capillary critical pore size, the free energy barriers betwe
the metastable and stable states can be more easily over
by the fluctuations inherent in the GCMC method. This
fect is clearly seen in Fig. 9 where we present the NLD
and GCMC isotherms in the slit pore ofHCC518 Å (HCC

55s f f). The fluid forms only monolayer films on the por
walls prior to capillary condensation. In this pore, the GCM
generated hysteresis loop is substantially narrower than th
obtained by the NLDFT models. However, the location
the equilibrium transition is in very good agreement.

One note should be made regarding different versions
the FMT functional, namely, the RSLT1 and RSLT2 mod
fications aimed at improved dimensional crossover@Eqs.
~19! and ~20!# @73,80#. In our calculations of N2 adsorption
in 5s f f , 10s f f , and 20s f f slit pores we did not find any
significant difference between these versions of the F
functional and the original form@Eq. ~18!#. This does not
mean that these modifications are not important. We do
consider here situations of extreme confinement, in wh
the improved functionals are known to perform better~see,
e.g., @99#!. In our calculations in slit pores, the only notice
able difference between the original and modified FMT fun
tionals was observed at lower temperature, where the fl
attains a solidlike structure~see Sec. III F below!.

FIG. 9. Nitrogen adsorption isotherms in carbon slit poreHCC

518 Å (5s f f) at 77.4 K. Diamonds and dotted line, GCMC sim
lations; solid line, NLDFT calculations using SDA functiona
squares and dash-dotted line, NLDFT calculations using FMT fu
tional. Vertical lines show locations of spontaneous condensa
transition ~right!, spontaneous desorption~left!, and vapor-liquid
two-phase coexistence in the pore~middle!.
2-12
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2. Capillary condensation of nitrogen in cylindrical pores
of MCM-41 materials

Following the procedure applied for the slit carbon por
we estimated the pressures corresponding to the vapor-li
coexistence as well as the condensation and desorption
odal transitions in cylindrical pores representing channel
MCM-41 material @94#. For DCC572 Å (20s f f), a wide
hysteresis loop is obtained@Fig. 10~a!#. Agreement between
the NLDFT and GCMC models is excellent. As the po
width decreases, the equilibrium and spinodal points s
toward lower pressures. ForDCC536 Å (10s f f), both mod-
els predict considerable hysteresis, while the hysteresis
is narrower in the GCMC method@Fig. 10~b!#.

Capillary condensation in pores is likely to proceed v
formation of density fluctuations along the pore walls; the
fluctuations ultimately collapse into a liquid embryo, leadi
to spontaneous condensation. These fluctuations canno
taken into account in the NLDFT, which considers only sy
metrical solutions for the density profiles inside the po

FIG. 10. Nitrogen adsorption isotherms in cylindrical silic
pores at 77.4 K. ~a! DCC572 Å (20s f f); ~b! DCC

536 Å (10s f f). Points and dotted line, GCMC simulations; sol
line, NLDFT calculations using SDA functional. Vertical line
show locations of spontaneous condensation transition~right!, spon-
taneous desorption~left!, and vapor-liquid two-phase coexistence
the pore~middle!.
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assuming that the adsorbate is uniform in the direction~s!
parallel to the wall~s!. In the GCMC method the densit
fluctuations are restricted by periodic boundary conditio
imposed in the directions parallel to the walls. We ha
checked the influence of finite size effects in GCMC sim
lations by considering different length of the simulation c
l z . Figure 11 demonstrates GCMC isotherms in the p
DCC536 Å (10s f f) calculated withl z510s f f , 25s f f , and
60s f f . Since the points on stable parts of both vapor a
liquid branches of desorption isotherms essentially coinc
for different l z , we cannot expect any substantial shift in t
equilibrium transition. As the cell length is increased t
point of spontaneous desorption shifts toward the point
equilibrium transition, while the capillary condensation pre
sure remains unchanged. This supports the classical sce
of capillary condensation hysteresis in open-ended cylin
cal pores@100#. In open-ended cylindrical pores, the desor
tion occurs at the point of equilibrium transition and th
condensation occurs spontaneously at the vaporlike spino
We have shown recently that the NLDFT and GCMC sim
lated hysteresis loops formed by the metastable adsorp
and equilibrium desorption branches are in perfect agreem
with the experimental data on regular materials with cyl
drical pores greater than ca. 50 Å@51,98,101–103#. As a
typical example we present in Fig. 12 GCMC and NLDF
nitrogen isotherms in comparison with the isotherm on
sample of MCM-41 type material@104# with uniform tubular
pores.

As the pore width decreases, the theoretical hyster
loop narrows and disappears when the pore width critica
the pore vapor-liquid equilibrium is reached. The adsorpt
becomes supercritical as soon as the pore is able to acc
modate only two adsorbed layers on the pore w
@51,87,101#. We have observed certain differences in t
critical pore widths predicted by the NLDFT and GCM
models. Figure 13 shows the calculated adsorption isothe
in a pore ofDCC518 Å (5s f f) in diameter. According to the
GCMC method, adsorption in this pore is supercritical:
first-order capillary condensation takes place. Instead, a
tinct continuous formation of the second adsorbed laye

FIG. 11. GCMC nitrogen adsorption isotherms in cylindric
silica poreDCC536 Å (10s f f) at 77.4 K, calculated with differen
length of the simulation cell, 10s f f , 25s f f , and 60s f f .
2-13
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RAVIKOVITCH, VISHNYAKOV, AND NEIMARK PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 011602
observed~Fig. 13!. The NLDFT predicts a first-order capil
lary condensation to the two-layer structure. Thus, disag
ment between the NLDFT and GCMC simulations becom
more serious in narrow pores. It is worth noting that rec
simulations@87# have shown that the GCMC may produ
reversible isotherms similar to that displayed in Fig. 13 ev
at subcritical conditions.

Figure 14 demonstrates the NLDFT and GCMC dens
profiles in cylindrical pores of 5s f f , 10s f f , and 20s f f in
diameter. It is evident that NLDFT is able to describe t
density profiles very accurately in both narrow@Fig. 14~a!#
and wide pores@Fig. 14~c!#. In the 10s f f pore, the NLDFT
and GCMC density profiles agree very well with each oth
for the first three layers; however, in the pore center, NLD

FIG. 12. Nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms at 77.4 K
cylindrical pores ofDCC554 Å (14.9s f f). Triangles, GCMC simu-
lations; line and crosses, NLDFT calculations using SDA fun
tional; squares, experimental isotherm on MCM-41-like mate
@104#.

FIG. 13. Nitrogen adsorption isotherms in cylindrical silica po
DCC518 Å (5s f f) at 77.4 K. Points, GCMC simulations; solid line
NLDFT calculations using SDA functional. Solid vertical line
show locations of spontaneous condensation transition~right!, and
spontaneous desorption~left! in the NLDFT calculations.
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FIG. 14. Density profiles of nitrogen in cylindrical pores at 7
K. Points, GCMC simulations; lines, NLDFT in the SDA approx
mation. ~a! DCC518 Å (5s f f) at P/P050.014; ~b! DCC

536 Å (10s f f) at P/P050.38; ~c! DCC572 Å (20s f f) at P/P0

50.822.
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predicts a sharp peak, in contrast to the GCMC simulat
@Fig. 14~b!#. One possible reason for this discrepancy is
radial symmetry of the density profiles imposed in t
NLDFT calculations. However, the contribution of the ce
tral peak to the total density is small.

F. Freezing of methane in slit pores

In MC simulations, the liquid-solid transition in LJ fluid
adsorbed in slit and cylindrical nanopores has been es
lished by a number of criteria, including abrupt changes
density and thermodynamic functions, diffusion coefficien
and structural parameters@105–109#. It was shown that the
character and the conditions of the freezing and melting tr
sitions in pores depend on the pore width, the strength of
fluid-solid interactions, and the structure of the solid wa
The NLDFT models that we test in this paper are essenti
one dimensional in the sense that they do not consider
molecular structure of the fluid in the directions parallel
the pore wall. Thus, it is impossible to identify the flu
freezing. Nevertheless, it is of general interest to compare
density profiles in the direction perpendicular to the wa
and to check to what extent NLDFT is capable of describ
the solidlike structure in slit pores at low temperatures. W
tested the SDA and FMT functionals in the conditions c
responding to the freezing of LJ methane in slit pores, es
lished earlier by the GCMC simulations of Vishnyakov, P
otrovskaya, and Brodskaya@105#. We modeled methane in
slit pores HCC510s f f and 8s f f at kT/e f f50.75 ~111 K!
with the LJ parameters used in the simulations@105#, s f f
53.82 Å, ande f f /k5148.2 K. The solid-fluid interactions
were described by the 10-4-3 potential@88# with the param-
eters corresponding to methane-graphite interactions.

The GCMC and NLDFT isotherms of methane at 111
in 8s f f and 10s f f carbon pores exhibit a capillary conde
sation step accompanied by a hysteresis loop. The posit
of the equilibrium transition are in reasonable agreement
the 8s f f pore the NLDFT predicts equilibrium capillary con
densation atm/e f f5210.5, while in simulations it was esti
mated asm/e f f5210.62@105#. Figure 15~a! shows density
profiles of methane in the 10s f f pore after capillary conden
sation. In these conditions, the pore fluid is liquidlike; t
density profile has ten pronounced layers. The FMT fu
tional in its original ~we used here the Kierlik-Rosinber
weighting functions@7#! and modified versions~RSLT2! @73#
describes the density profile very well, while the SDA fun
tional @4# predicts only nine adsorbed layers@Fig. 15~a!#.
With further increase in pressure, the GCMC simulatio
predict a first-order freezing transition in both 8s f f and
10s f f pores @105#. Neither of the NLDFT calculations
showed a sign of the transition; instead the fluid density
the pore increased continuously. In the 10s f f pore, the den-
sity profiles predicted by the SDA functional exhibit
gradual structural transformation from the nine- to a te
layer solidlike structure. An unexpected result is that
solidlike density profile obtained by the SDA theory repr
sents very well the profile predicted by the GCMC simu
tions, while the FMT underestimates the fluid structuring.
similar picture was observed in theHCC58s f f pore. Figure
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15~b! shows how well the SDA describes the density profi
for a high-density solidlike state of the pore fluid. In contra
the FMT functionals significantly underestimate the flu
structuring in the pore. Essentially the same qualitative re
was obtained using different modifications of the FM
model~RSLT2 and RSLT1,q53! @Fig. 15~b!#. These pecu-
liar observations require additional studies.

G. CO2 adsorption in one-dimensional cylindrical micropores

In this section we consider adsorption in pores in wh
the attractive adsorption fields from opposite walls interfe
so that the adsorption potential forms a single minimum
the pore center, which is typical for many zeolites. Su
pores are able to accommodate only a single file of the
sorbate particles, i.e., the fluid approaches the o
dimensional limit. It is known that the SDA functional@1,4#

FIG. 15. Density profiles of methane in carbon slit pores at 1
K. ~a! Liquidlike structure in anHCC58s f f pore: points, GCMC
simulations@105#; solid line, FMT functional in the KR version@7#;
crosses, modified FMT functional; dotted line, SDA functional.~b!
Solidlike structure in anHCC510s f f pore: points, GCMC simula-
tions @105#; solid line, SDA functional; crosses and dotted lin
modified versions of the FMT functional.
2-15
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RAVIKOVITCH, VISHNYAKOV, AND NEIMARK PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 011602
does not give the correct one-dimensional limit@73#; there-
fore it is of interest to find the lower limit of applicability o
the three-dimensional SDA functional in very narrow cyli
drical pores. As a practical example, we considered a LJ fl
with interaction parameters chosen to model CO2 adsorption

FIG. 16. Solid-fluid potential for CO2 in cylindrical micropores
of different widths~as shown in the legend!. r denotes the dis-
tance from the pore axis.
01160
id

at 273.2 K in cylindrical pores ofDCC58.3, 6.99, 6.75, 6.57
and 6.22 Å width ~DCC52.40s f f , 2.02s f f , 1.95s f f ,
1.90s f f , and 1.80s f f , respectively!. Figure 16 shows the
fluid-solid potential for CO2 in these pores calculated by Eq
~30!. In the widest pore,DCC58.3 Å (2.4s f f), which can be
considered as a crude model for the MFI type of zeolite@94#,
the potential has two shallow minima. The parameters
CO2-wall interactions were chosen to reproduce the exp
mental isotherms of CO2 on this type of zeolite@110#. In
narrower pores the potential has only a single minimum~Fig.
16!. As the pore size decreases the potential well first
creases, and then the repulsive contributions from the op
site walls start to interfere, leading to a decrease in the
tractive wall-fluid interactions. Among the system
considered the poreDCC56.99 Å (DCC52.02s f f) has the
deepest energy minimum.

Figure 17 shows the GCMC and NLDFT isotherms
cylindrical micropores. The parameters of the LJ potent
fitted to the bulk properties of CO2, were taken from our
previous work@54,57#. Two series of GCMC isotherms wer
calculated with different sets of the fluid-fluid LJ paramete
optimized for GCMC simulations and optimized for NLDFT
since it is not clear that the parameters chosen to describe
experimental data for the macroscopic three-dimensio
system would be suitable at the one-dimensional limit. T
NLDFT isotherm agrees well with the GCMC isotherm, ca
l.
FIG. 17. CO2 adsorption isotherms at 273.2 K (kT/e f f51.15) in cylindrical micropores ofDCC58.3 Å52.4s f f ~a!; 6.99 Å52.02s f f ~b!;
6.75 Å51.95s f f ~c!; and 6.75 Å51.9s f f ~d!. Squares, GCMC simulations with the parameters optimized to descibe bulk CO2 ; solid line,
NLDFT calculations using SDA functional; dashed line, GCMC simulations with the same LJ parameters as in the NLDFT mode
2-16
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DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORIES AND MOLECULAR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 011602
culated with the LJ parameters optimized for bulk CO2 @Fig.
17~a!#. Due to the slightly smaller molecular diameter use
the GCMC simulation yields slightly denser packing of mo
ecules in the pore. Good agreement between simulations
NLDFT was also obtained when simulations were perform
with the parameters optimized for NLDFT. The SDA mod
behaves surprisingly well in this pore@Fig. 17~a!#. In the
narrower pores,DCC56.99 Å (2.02s f f), 6.75 Å (1.95s f f),
and 6.57 Å (1.9s f f), appreciable discrepancies between
NLDFT and GCMC isotherms are seen at high pressu
@Figs. 17~b!–17~d!#.

We compared our calculations with a rigorous result
the one-dimensional LJ fluid in an external field@44,111#.
For this system one can write that

ln~rKH /L !52 lnS E
0

`

e2@u~z!1pz#/kTdzD . ~35!

Here p is the bulk pressure,L is the system length,u(z) is
the LJ potential of interactions between particles along
pore axis,p is the one-dimensional pressure, andKH is the
Henry constant determined by the solid-fluid potent
us f(r ). In cylindrical pores

KH /L5
2p

kT E
0

R

r dr ~e2us f~r !/kT21!. ~36!

Adsorption per unit length of the pore is given by

Na

L
5

E
0

`

e2@u~z!1pz#/kTdz

E
0

`

ze2@u~z!1pz#/kTdz

. ~37!

By evaluating Eqs.~35! and ~37! for given values ofp, one
obtains the adsorption isotherm in the form ofNa /L as a
function of ln(pKH /L).

In Fig. 18 we compare the NLDFT and GCMC isotherm
in rescaled form with the isotherm for the one-dimensio
LJ fluid. In the GCMC simulations the LJ fluid behaved as
one-dimensional one in all pores except for the large
DCC58.3 Å (2.40s f f), which can accommodate more mo
ecules at high pressures@Fig. 18~a!#. In contrast, the SDA
underestimates the density at high pressures, especially i
narrowest pores@Fig. 18~b!#.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have systematically tested the nonlo
density functional theory of confined fluids against ben
mark MC simulations. We modeled LJ fluids in slit-shap
and cylindrical pores. The interaction parameters were c
sen to imitate systems important in practice: nitrogen at 7
K in slit-shaped carbon pores and cylindrical silica por
CO2 at 273 K in cylindrical micropores of zeolites, an
methane at 111 K in carbon slit-shaped pores. Two vers
of NLDFT were used, the smoothed density approximat
and the fundamental measure theory.

First of all, we tested the SDA and FMT density functio
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als against the benchmark GCMC results@9# and found good
agreement for the density profiles of a hard-sphere fluid a
attractive wall~Fig. 1!. After that, we compared the LJ fluid
bulk phase diagrams for the DFT and MC models~Fig. 2!. It
was found that it is not possible to achieve quantitat
agreement between the MC and DFT phase diagrams.
ferences in the bulk phase diagrams cause ambiguities in
comparison of theoretical and simulated results, and lea
serious discrepancies between the MC and NLDFT ads
tion isotherms in pores. To remedy this situation, we de
mined two sets of parameters for fluid-fluid intermolecu
interactions by separately fitting the DFT and simulat
phase diagrams for the bulk fluid to experimental data
vapor-liquid equilibrium for the system of interest~Fig. 3!.
That is, we used in the studies of confined fluids differe
fluid-fluid interaction parameters for the DFT and MC mo
els to provide for the consistent description of the bu
phases. This approach to parameter fitting gave good ag
ment among the NLDFT, simulated, and experimental d
for the surface tension of the liquid-vapor interface for nitr
gen at 70–120 K. The solid-fluid parameters were chose
reproduce experimental adsorption isotherms on nonpo
graphite and silica surfaces and were the same in the D
and MC models~Figs. 4 and 5!.

FIG. 18. GCMC~a! and NLDFT ~b! isotherms of CO2 adsorp-
tion in cylindrical micropores at 273.2 K in dimensionless resca
form. Pore widths shown in the legend. Solid line shows the so
tion for the one-dimensional LJ fluid@111#.
2-17
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RAVIKOVITCH, VISHNYAKOV, AND NEIMARK PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 011602
By using this parametrization, we obtained good agr
ment between the NLDFT and MC nitrogen adsorptio
desorption isotherms in slit-shaped and cylindrical me
pores at 77.4 K~Figs. 6–13!. Both NLDFT and MC model-
ing were performed in the grand canonical and canon
ensembles. The conditions of vapor-liquid coexistence
pores were determined from the equality of the grand po
tials of vaporlike and liquidlike phases. Two methods of d
termination of phase coexistence from MC simulations w
applied: ~1! thermodynamic integration according to th
Peterson-Gubbins scheme;~2! integration along the full sig-
moid adsorption isotherm, which includes thermodynam
cally stable, metastable, and unstable states. The chem
potential of the fluid in the canonical ensemble MC simu
tions was determined using the Widom particle insert
method. In most of the examples considered, we found
cellent agreement between the vapor-liquid equilibrium pr
sures calculated by the NLDFT and the MC simulations.

Nitrogen isotherms in cylindrical pores were compar
with the experimental isotherms in siliceous MCM-41 ty
materials with tubular pores. We found quantitative agr
ment for pores larger than ca. 5 nm, or 14 molecular dia
eters in width~Fig. 12!. In these pores, capillary condens
tion occurs at the point of spinodal transition from t
adsorbed film to a liquidlike condensed fluid while deso
tion occurs at the point of equilibrium transition. In small
pores, both NLDFT and MC models describe quantitativ
the pressures of equilibrium transitions. However, they p
dict higher pressures of capillary condensation than the
perimentally observed ones and, correspondingly, wider h
teresis loops, in contrast to the numerous experime
observations indicating that N2 hysteresis at 77 K is not ob
served at relative pressures below ca. 0.42@112,94#. This
issue is beyond the scope of this paper. It is also worth n
ing that in all pores the NLDFT models show larger co
pressibility compared to GCMC simulations.

The ability of the NLDFT to predict the fluid structure o
an
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a solidlike phase was tested by using methane sorptio
111 K in slit-shaped carbon pores. As expected, NLD
does not reproduce the freezing transition in pores, as d
the simulation. Instead, the fluid density increases conti
ously with pressure. However, at densities correspondin
solidlike methane in pores, the SDA theory shows solidl
density profiles, which are in very good agreement w
GCMC results@105# ~Fig. 15!. In contrast, the FMT func-
tionals underestimate the fluid structuring in these con
tions.

To test the SDA functional in the vicinity of the one
dimensional limit, we considered a LJ fluid with paramete
chosen to represent CO2 at 273.2 K in narrow cylindrical
pores resembling zeolite channels. In general, the SDA
MC isotherms show quantitative agreement in all but
narrowest pores. While the NLDFT performs well in a po
of diameterDcc58.3 Å, serious discrepancies with GCM
simulations were found in the narrowest pores, which
able to accommodate only one file of molecules~Fig.
17!. NLDFT substantially underestimates the fluid dens
in pores for which the GCMC isotherm in dimensionle
rescaled units essentially merges with the rigorous result
the confined one-dimensional LJ fluid.

The comparison with benchmark MC simulations and r
erence experiments allows us to make a general conclus
Within reasonable limits, NLDFT with properly chosen p
rameters of intermolecular interactions is capable of qua
tatively predicting the confined fluid structure at solid su
faces and in pores, adsorption isotherms, and condition
phase equilibrium and spinodal transitions.
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